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Abstract. Derivations of a noncommutative algebra can be used to construct differential calculi,
the so-called derivation-based differential calculi. We apply this framework to a version of the
Moyal algebra M. We show that the differential calculus, generated by the maximal subalgebra
of the derivation algebra of M that can be related to infinitesimal symplectomorphisms, gives
rise to a natural construction of Yang–Mills–Higgs models on M and a natural interpretation
of the covariant coordinates as Higgs fields. We also compare in detail the main mathematical
properties characterizing the present situation to those specific of two other noncommutative
geometries, namely the finite dimensional matrix algebra Mn.C/ and the algebra of matrix
valued functions C 1.M/˝Mn.C/. The UV/IR mixing problem of the resultingYang–Mills–
Higgs models is also discussed.
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1. Introduction

A new family of noncommutative (NC) field theories [10], [45] came under increasing
scrutiny after 1998 when it was realized [43], [44] that string theory seems to have
some effective regimes described by noncommutative field theories (NCFT) defined
on a simple NC version of flat four dimensional space. This latter is the Moyal space
which has constant commutators between space coordinates. For a mathematical
description see e.g. [21], [46]; for a detailed study on the relationship between the
Moyal algebra and non-unital extension(s) of the Connes spectral triple, see [19].
For reviews on noncommutative geometry, see [3], [4], [32], [22]. However, it was
noticed [41], [2] that the simplest NC '4-model (' real-valued) on the 4-dimensional
Moyal space is not renormalizable due to the occurrence of a phenomenon called
Ultraviolet/Infrared (UV/IR) mixing [41], [2], [40]. This phenomenon stems basi-
cally from the existence of nonplanar diagrams that are UV finite but nevertheless
develop IR singularities which when inserted into higher order diagrams are not of the
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renormalizable type [10], [45]. A first solution to this problem, hereafter called the
“harmonic solution”, was proposed in 2004 [28], [27]. It amounts to supplement the
initial action with a simple harmonic oscillator term leading to a fully renormalizable
NCFT. For recent reviews, see e.g. [42], [48]. This result seems to be related to the
covariance of the model under the so called Langmann–Szabo duality [33]. Other
renormalizable noncommutative matter field theories have then been identified [25],
[35], [34], [47] and detailed studies of the properties of the corresponding renor-
malisation group flows have been carried out [26], [31], exhibiting in particular the
vanishing of the ˇ-function to all orders for the '4

4 -model [9].
But so far the construction of a fully renormalizable gauge theory on 4-D Moyal

spaces remains a challenging problem. The simplest NC analog of the Yang–Mills
action given by S0 D 1

4

R
d Dx.F�� ? F��/.x/ (in the notations used in e.g. [48]),

suffers from UV/IR mixing. This basically stems from the occurrence of an IR
singularity in the polarisation tensor !��.p/ (p is some external momentum). From
a standard one-loop calculation, we easily infer that

!��.p/ � .D � 2/�

�
D

2

� Qp� Qp�

�D=2. Qp2/D=2
C � � � ; p ! 0; (1.1)

where Qp� � ‚��p� and �.z/ denotes the Euler function. This singularity, albeit
obviously transverse in the sense of the Slavnov–Taylor–Ward identities, does not
correspond to some gauge-invariant term. This implies that the recent alternative
solution to the UV/IR mixing proposed for the NC '4-model in [29], which roughly
amounts to balance the IR singularity through a counterterm having a similar form,
cannot be extended straightforwardly (if possible at all) to the case of gauge theories.

Recently the extension of the harmonic solution to the case of gauge theories has
been achieved in [7] and [24] (see also [5], [23]). These works have singled out, as
potential candidate for renormalizable gauge theory on 4-D Moyal space, the generic
action

S D
Z

d 4x
�

1
4
F�� ? F�� C �2

4
fA�; A�g2

? C �A� ? A�

�
; (1.2)

in which the second and third terms may be viewed as “gauge counterparts” of the har-
monic term introduced in [28]. Here, A� is the covariant coordinate, a natural gauge
covariant tensorial form stemming from the existence of a canonical gauge-invariant
connection in the present NC framework. This action has interesting properties [7],
[24] deserving further studies. For instance, gauge-invariant mass terms for the gauge
fields are allowed even in the absence of Higgs mechanism. Besides, the covariant
coordinates appears to bear some similarity with Higgs fields. It turns out that the
action (1.2) has a non-trivial vacuum, whose explicit expression has been derived
very recently in [8], which complicates the study of its actual renormalisability. No-
tice that non-trivial vacuum configurations also occur within NC scalar models with
harmonic term as shown in [6].

In this paper, we show that most of the salient (classical) properties of NC gauge
theories on the Moyal space have a natural interpretation within the framework of
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differential calculus based on derivations. The link between the simplest NC analog of
Yang–Mills theory and some version of the spectral triple has been studied closely in
[19]. Note that we will not examine here the viewpoint of spectral triples. Moreover,
the Moyal algebra we will consider is not the one used in the construction of these
spectral triples. The differential calculus based on the derivations has been settled
down in [11, 16], [13] and [17]. For an exhaustive review, see [12] and the references
therein. This framework underlies the first prototypes of NC matrix-valued field
theories [14], [15], [37]. For a review, see [38]. Here we consider in particular a
natural modification of the minimal differential calculus generated by the “spatial
derivations”, the one that implicitly underlies most of the works that appeared in
the physics literature. We show that this new differential calculus, generated by
the maximal subalgebra of the derivation algebra of M whose elements are related
to (infinitesimal) symplectomorphisms, permits one to construct NC gauge theories
that can be interpreted as Yang–Mills–Higgs models on M, the covariant coordinates
of the physics literature being interpreted as Higgs fields, thanks to the existence of a
gauge-invariant canonical connection. We consider models invariant under U.1/ or
U.n/ gauge transformations. We also compare in detail the present situation to the
other NC geometries stemming from the finite dimensional matrix algebra Mn.C/

and for the algebra of matrix valued functions C 1.M/˝Mn.C/. Note that a similar
modification of the minimal differential calculus on M has been considered in [36].
However, this work did not consider the construction of gauge theories on M but was
only focused on the construction of subalgebras of the D D 4 Moyal algebra from a
set of constraints forming a subalgebra of the sp.2n; R/ algebra and the obtention of
the algebra of smooth functions of R3 from a commutative limit.

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2.1, we collect the main properties
of the differential calculus based on the derivations of an associative unital �-algebra
used in the sequel and introduce a definition of an NC connection on a module over the
algebra, as a natural generalisation of ordinary connections. The specific properties
and simplifications occurring when the module is equal to the algebra, which is the
case relevant for (most of) the NCFT on Moyal spaces studied so far, are detailed
in Section 2.2. This provides the suitable framework to deal with models invariant
under U.1/ gauge transformations. In Section 2.3, we give the generalisation to the
U.n/ case which is obtained when the module is equal to the product of n copies of
the algebra. In Section 3, we focus on the Moyal algebra M whose main properties
are recalled in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we consider the differential calculus based
on the maximal subalgebra of the derivations of M whose elements can be related
to infinitesimal symplectomorphisms. Then a direct application of the results of
Section 2.2 (resp. 2.3) leads to a natural construction of Yang–Mills–Higgs models
defined on M with U.1/ (resp. U.n/) gauge invariance. This is presented in Section 3.3
where we also indicate some classical properties of the NCYang–Mills–Higgs actions
obtained from the modified differential calculus. Explicit one-loop computation of
the vacuum polarisation tensor, given in the appendices, shows that these latter still
exhibits an IR singularity of the type given in (1.1). We also perform a comparison
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between these models and other gauge-invariant models. In Section 4, we compare
the mathematical features underlying the NC differential calculus of Section 3 to those
for the NC geometry stemming from the finite dimensional matrix algebra Mn.C/

as well as for the algebra of matrix valued functions C 1.M/ ˝ Mn.C/. The main
point is that, in some sense, the case considered in Section 3 interpolates between
these two latter situations.

2. Derivation-based differential calculus

The differential calculus based on the derivations of an associative algebra has been
initially introduced and developed in [11], [13], [16] to which we refer for more
details. A related review can be found in [12]. This differential calculus can be viewed
as an NC generalisation of the Koszul algebraic approach to differential geometry
[30]. For other NC differential calculi, related in particular to spectral triples, see in
e.g. [32], [22].

Section 2.1 summarizes the main properties of the derivation-based differential
calculus taken from [11], [13], [16] that will be needed throughout the paper. This will
fix our notations and conventions. Section 2.2 outlines the essential mathematical
features underlying (most of) the studies on NC field theories defined on Moyal
spaces that are sometimes overlooked or even ignored by physicists. This merely
corresponds to the case where the algebra plays the role of the module used to define
connections. The salient role played by the canonical connection is emphasized.
Section 2.3 involves the generalisation to the case where the module is equal to the
product of n copies of the algebra which is the relevant for the construction of U.n/-
invariant gauge theories.

2.1. General properties. Let A be an associative �-algebra with unit I and center
Z.A/. We denote the involution by a 7! a� for all a 2 A. The differential calculus
based on the derivations of A is a natural NC generalisation of the usual de Rham
differential calculus on a manifold. Basically, the role of the vector fields is now
played by the derivations of the algebra. In this section we collect the main properties
that will be used in this paper. More details can be found in [11], [13], [16], [17].

Definition 2.1. The vector space of derivations of A is the space of linear maps
defined by Der.A/ D fX W A ! A j X.ab/ D X.a/b C aX.b/ for all a; b 2 Ag.
The derivation X 2 Der.A/ is called real if .X.a//� D X.a�/ for all a 2 A.

The essential properties of the spaces of derivations of A can be summarized in
the following proposition.

Proposition 2.2. Der.A/ is a Z.A/-module for the product .fX/a D f .Xa/, for all
f 2 Z.A/ and all X 2 Der.A/, and a Lie algebra for the bracket ŒX; Y �a D XYa�
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YXa for all X; Y 2 Der.A/. The vector subspace of inner derivations is defined by
Int.A/ D fada W b 7! Œa; b� j a 2 Ag � Der.A/. It is a Z.A/-submodule and a
Lie ideal. The vector subspace of outer derivations is Out.A/ D Der.A/=Int.A/ so
that the following canonical short exact sequence of Lie algebras and Z.A/-modules
holds: 0 ! Int.A/ ! Der.A/ ! Out.A/ ! 0.

The main features of the differential calculus based on Der.A/ are involved in
the following proposition. Notice that both the Lie algebra structure and the Z.A/-
module structure for Der.A/ are used as essential ingredients in the construction.

Proposition 2.3. Let �n
Der.A/ denote the space of Z.A/-multilinear antisymmetric

maps from Der.A/n to A, with �0
Der.A/ D A, and let ��

Der.A/ D L
n�0 �n

Der.A/.

Then .��

Der.A/, �, Od/ is a N-graded differential algebra with the product � on

��

Der.A/ and differential Od W �n
Der.A/ ! �nC1

Der .A/ satisfying Od 2 D 0, respectively
defined for all ! 2 �

p
Der.A/, � 2 �

q
Der.A/ by

.! � �/.X1; : : : ; XpCq/ D 1
pŠqŠ

P
�2SpCq

.�1/sign.�/!.X�.1/; : : : ; X�.p//

� �.X�.pC1/; : : : ; X�.pCq//;

(2.1)

Od!.X1; : : : ; XpC1/ D
pC1P
iD1

.�1/iC1Xi!.X1; : : : _i : : : ; XpC1/

C P
1�i<j �pC1

.�1/iCj !.ŒXi ; Xj �; : : : _i : : : _j : : : ; XpC1/:

(2.2)

It turns out that a differential calculus can also be built from suitable subalgebras
of Der.A/. The following proposition holds:

Proposition 2.4. Let g � Der.A/ denotes a Lie subalgebra which is also a Z.A/-
submodule. Then a restricted derivation-based differential calculus ��

g.A/ can be
built from g. It is obtained from Proposition 2.3 by replacing the set �n

Der.A/, for
all n 2 N, by the set �n

G
of Z.A/-multilinear antisymmetric maps from gn to A and

still using (2.1) and (2.2).

In this paper we will consider a natural NC generalisation of ordinary connections,
as introduced in [11], [13], [16], to which we refer for more details. It uses left or
right finite projective modules on the associative algebra. Notice that alternative NC
extensions of connections based on bimodules has been considered in [17]. From now
on we denote by M a right A-module. Let h W M ˝ M ! A denotes a Hermitian
structure1 on A. The connection, curvature and gauge transformations are given as
follows:

1Recall that a Hermitian structure is a sesquilinear map h W M ˝ M ! A such that h.m1; m2/� D
h.m2; m1/, h.ma1; ma2/ D a

�

1h.m1; m2/a2 for all m1; m2 2 M and all a1; a2 2 A.
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Definition 2.5. A NC connection on M is a linear map rX W M ! M satisfying

rX .ma/ D mX.a/ C rX .m/a;

rfX .m/ D rX .m/f;

rXCY .m/ D rX .m/ C rY .m/

(2.3)

for all X; Y 2 Der.A/, a 2 A, m 2 M , f 2 Z.A/. Alternatively, an NC con-
nection is also defined by the linear map r W M ! M ˝A �1

Der.A/ such that
r.ma/ D r.m/a C m Oda for all m 2 M , a 2 A, which can be further ex-
tended [3] to any element in M ˝A ��

Der.A/. We will use both definition in the
sequel. A Hermitian NC connection is an NC connection satisfying in addition
X.h.m1; m2// D h.rX .m1/; m2/ C h.m1; rX .m2//, for all m1; m2 2 M , for any
real derivation X in Der.A/. The curvature of r is the linear map F.X; Y / W M ! M

defined by

F.X; Y /m D ŒrX ; rY �m � rŒX;Y �m for all X; Y 2 Der.A/: (2.4)

Definition 2.6. The gauge group of M is defined as the group of automorphisms of
M as a right A-module.

Proposition 2.7. For any g in the gauge group of M and for any NC connection r,
the map rg

X D g�1 B rX B g W M ! M defines an NC connection. Then one has
F.X; Y /g D g�1 B F.X; Y / B g.

It is convenient to require that the gauge transformations are compatible with
the Hermitian structure, that is, h.g.m1/; g.m2// D h.m1; m2/. This defines an NC
analog of unitary gauge transformations. From now on, we will only consider unitary
gauge transformations.

2.2. The case M D A. In the special case where M D A that will be the case
of interest for the ensuing discussion, additional simplifications occur. It is further
convenient to choose the canonical Hermitian structure h0.a1; a2/ D a

�
1a2.

Proposition 2.8. Assume that M D A and h0.a1; a2/ D h.a1; a2/ D a
�
1a2. Then:

(i) Any NC connection is entirely determined by rX .I/ via rX .a/ D rX .I/a C
X.a/ for all X 2 Der.A/, a 2 A. The 1-form connection A 2 �1

Der.A/ is
defined by A W X ! A.X/ D rX .I/ for all X 2 Der.A/.

(ii) An NC connection is Hermitian when rX .I/� D �rX .I/ for any real deriva-
tion X .

(iii) The gauge group can be identified with the group U.A/ of unitary elements of A

by multiplication acting on the left of A, and one has rX .I/g D g�rX .I/g C
g�X.g/, F.X; Y /g D g�F.X; Y /g for all X; Y 2 Der.A/, a 2 A.
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Proof. (i) follows directly from Definition 2.5 (set m D I in the first equation of
(2.3)).

For (ii), one has rX .a1/�a2 C a
�
1rX .a2/ D X.a

�
1a2/ C a

�
1.rX .I/� C rX .I//a2,

which follows from the expression for rX .a/ given in (i) and the fact that X is
assumed to be real. This implies (ii).

For (iii), use Definition 2.6 and the compatibility of gauge transformations with h0,
which gives g.a/ D g.I/a and h0.g.a1/; g.a2// D a

�
1g.I/�g.I/a2 D h0.a1; a2/.

Then the gauge transformations for rX .I/ and the curvature stems from Proposi-
tion 2.7, the expression for rX .a/ in (i) and the expression for F.X; Y /.

Definition 2.9. A tensor 1-form is a 1-form having the gauge transformations

Ag D g�Ag for all g 2 U.A/: (2.5)

There is a special situation where canonical gauge-invariant connections can show
up, as indicated in the following proposition.

Proposition 2.10. Assume that there exists � 2 �1
Der.A/ such that Oda D Œ�; a� for

all a 2 A. Consider the map r inv W �0
Der.A/ ! �1

Der.A/, r inv.a/ D Oda � �a, for
all a 2 A, so that r inv

X .a/ D X.a/ � �.X/a. Then the following properties hold:

(i) r inv defines a connection which is gauge-invariant, called the canonical con-
nection.

(ii) For any NC connection r, A � r �r inv D AC� defines a tensor form. A.X/,
for all X 2 Der.A/, is called the covariant coordinate of r relative to �.

Proof. Since any 1-form can serve as defining a connection in view of Proposition 2.8,
r inv.a/ D Oda � �a is a connection. Notice that it reduces to r inv.a/ D �a�,
since Oda D Œ�; a�. Then one has .r inv/g.a/ D g�r inv.ga/ D g�.d.ga/ � �ga/

D g�.�ga�/ D �a� D r inv.a/, which shows (i). The property (ii) stems simply
from Definition 2.9 and the gauge transformations of an NC connection.

The existence of canonical connections translates into some rather general proper-
ties of the curvatures, in particular the curvature for the canonical connection. Gauge
theories defined on Moyal spaces are a particular example of this, as is shown in the
next section.

Lemma 2.11. Assume that there exists � 2 �1
Der.A/ such that Oda D Œ�; a� for

all a 2 A. Let F inv.X; Y / denote the curvature for the corresponding canonical
connection. Then the following properties hold:

(i) F inv.X; Y / D �.ŒX; Y �/ � Œ�.X/; �.Y /� and F inv.X; Y / 2 Z.A/.

(ii) The curvature of any NC connection defined by the tensor 1-form A can be
written as

F .X; Y / D .ŒA.X/; A.Y /� � AŒX; Y �/ � .Œ�.X/; �.Y /� � �.ŒX; Y �// (2.6)
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for all X; Y 2 Der.A/.

Proof. First, from the definition of r inv.a/ in Proposition 2.10, one infers that the 2-
form curvature associated to the canonical connection is F inv.a/ � r inv.r inv.a// D
�. Od� � ��/.a/ for all a 2 A. Then one obtains F inv.X; Y / D �.ŒX; Y �/ �
Œ�.X/; �.Y /�. Then from Oda D Œ�; a� and Od 2 D 0, one has 0 D Od. Oda/ D
Od.�a � a�/ D Œ Od�; a� � Œ�; Oda� D Œ Od�; a� � Œ�; Œ�; a�� D Œ Od� � ��; a�. This

implies the second part of property (i). Next, one has rX .a/ D A.X/a � a�.X/

so that ŒrX ; rY �.a/ D ŒA.X/; A.Y /�a � aŒ�.X/; �.Y /�. Therefore F .X; Y /.a/ D
.ŒA.X/; A.Y /� � A.ŒX; Y �//a � a.Œ�.X/; �.Y /� � �.ŒX; Y �//.

2.3. The case M D An. We denote by E
j
i , i; j D 1; : : : ; n, the n2 elements of

the canonical basis of Mn.C/. One has E
j
i El

k
D ı

j

k
El

i . For any unital involutive
algebra A, let M D A � A � � � � � A � An be a finite type right A-module.
Let �i D .0; : : : ; 0; I; 0; : : : 0/, i D 1; : : : ; n, be the n elements of the canonical
basis on M . For any m 2 M , one has m D Pn

iD1 �i˛
i D .˛1; ˛2; : : : ; ˛n/

for unique ˛i 2 A, i D 1; : : : ; n, and ma D .˛1a; ˛2a; : : : ; ˛na/, 8m 2 M ,

8a 2 A. Let h0.m1; m2/ D m
�
1m2 D Pn

iD1 ˛i
1

�
˛i

2, 8m1; m2 2 M denotes
the canonical Hermitian structure. The following propositions generalise the results
presented in Section 2.2. From now on, we use the Einstein summation conventionPn

iD1 xiy
i � xiy

i .

Proposition 2.12. For any unital involutive algebra A, any NC Hermitian connection
rX W M ! M , X 2 Der.A/, on M D An is fully determined by a matrix !.X/ 2
A ˝ Mn.C/ which is antiHermitian for real X , defined by !.X/ D E

j
i ri

X .�j / �
�iE

j
i Ai

j .X/, where rX .�i / D �j rj
X .�i /, A

j
i .X/ 2 A for all i; j D 1; : : : ; n. One

has

rX .m/ D �j rj
X .�i /˛

i C �iX.˛i / D !.X/m C X.m/ for all m 2 M ; (2.7)

where the matrix product is understood in the second relation and X.m/ D �iX.˛i /,
m D �i˛

i . This defines the 1-form connection ! 2 �1
Der.A/ ˝ Mn.C/. The 2-form

curvature F 2 �2
Der.A/ ˝ Mn.C/ is given by F m � r.r.m// D . Od� C ��/m

for all m 2 M where the matrix product is again understood.

Proof. Defining rX .�i / D �j rj
X .�i /, with rj

X .�i / 2 A for all X 2 Der.A/, the

NC connection is then determined by the matrix !.X/ D E
j
i ri

X .�j /, and one has

immediately rX .m/ D �j rj
X .�i /˛

i C�iX.˛i /. Then by writing the matrix product

!.X/m D !.X/
j
i Ei

j �k˛k D �j ıi
k
!.X/

j
i ˛k D �j rj

X .�i /˛
i , one obtains (2.7).

Finally, for any real X , from X.h.m1; m2// D h.rX .m1/; m2/ C h.m1; rX .m2//,
which is true for Hermitian connections, one has m

�
1!.X/�m2 C m

�
2!.X/�m1 D 0,

which holds provided that !.X/� D �!.X/.
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The group U.M / of unitary gauge transformations is defined as the group of
automorphisms of M preserving the Hermitian structure:

U.M / D f' 2 Aut.M / j h0.'.m1/; '.m2// D h0.m1; m2/ for all m1; m2 2 Mg:
(2.8)

One has the following proposition.

Proposition 2.13. Assume that M D An.
i) The unitary gauge group of M is the group of unitary matrices U D E

j
i 'i .�j /,

U 2 U.n; A/ with '.�i / D �j 'j .�i /, 'j .�i / 2 A for all ' 2 U.M /, i; j D
1; : : : ; n, and left action on A ˝ Mn.C/.

ii) The action of the unitary gauge group U.M / D U.n; A/ on ! is

!U .X/ D U �!.X/U C U �X.U / for all U 2 U.n; A/; X 2 Der.A/; (2.9)

where the matrix product is understood.

Proof. The proof can be obtained from standard calculations. First, for any ' 2
U.M /, one has '.�i / D �j 'j .�i /, so that ' is fully determined by the matrix
U D E

j
i 'i .�j / � Ei

j u
j
i , and one has immediately '.m/ D Um where the ma-

trix product is understood. From the definition of unitary gauge transformations,
h0.'.m1/; '.m2// D h0.m1; m2/ for all m1; m2 2 M , one obtains m

�
1U �Um2 D

m
�
1m2, which holds provided that U �U D U U � D IU.n/. This implies i). To

prove ii), one simply computes r'.m/ D '�1rX .'.m// using '.m/ D Um and the
definition of ! given in Proposition 2.12.

Notice that Definition 2.9 still holds for tensor forms where now g 2 U.M / D
U.n; A/ in (2.5). The gauge transformations of the curvature are given by F U D
U �F U for all U 2 U.n; A/. Proposition 2.10 can be modified as follows.

Proposition 2.14. Assume that there exists � 2 �1
Der.A/ such that Oda D Œ�; a� for

all a 2 A. Then the map r inv
X W M ! M , r inv

X .m/ D X.m/ � �.X/IU.n/m for all
X 2 Der.A/ and m 2 M , defines a gauge-invariant connection.

Proof. This is a straightforward computation.

3. Gauge theories on the Moyal spaces

3.1. General properties of the Moyal algebra. In this section we collect the prop-
erties of the Moyal algebra that will be used in the sequel. For more details, see
e.g. [21], [46], [22]. A recent study on the relationship between (subalgebras of)
the Moyal algebra defined below and non-unital extension(s) of the Connes spectral
triple has been carried out in [19].
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Let �.RD/ � � and � 0.RD/ � � 0, with D D 2n, be the space of complex-
valued Schwartz functions on RD and the dual space of tempered distributions on
RD , respectively. The complex conjugation in � , a 7! a� for all a 2 � , defines a
natural involution in � that can be extended to � 0 by duality and that will be used in the
rest of this paper. Let ‚�� be an invertible constant skew-symmetric matrix which can
be written as ‚ D 	†, where † is the “block-diagonal” matrix, † Ddiag.J; : : : ; J /

involving n .2 � 2/ matrices J given by J D �
0 �1
1 0

�
and the parameter 	 has mass

dimension �2. We use the notation y‚�1z � y�‚�1
��z� . The following proposition

summarizes properties relevant for the ensuing discussion.

Proposition 3.1. Let the ?-Moyal product be defined as ? W � � � ! � by

.a ? b/.x/ D 1

.�	/D

Z
d Dy d Dz a.x C y/b.x C z/e�i2y‚�1z (3.1)

for all a; b 2 � . Then .� ; ?/ is a non-unital associative involutive Fréchet algebra
with faithful trace givenby

R
d Dx .a?b/.x/ D R

d Dx .b?a/.x/ D R
d Dx a.x/�b.x/,

where the symbol “�” is the usual commutative product of functions in � .

The ?-product (3.1) can be further extended to � 0 � � ! � 0 upon using duality
of vector spaces: hT ? a; bi D hT; a ? bi for all T 2 � 0, a; b 2 � . In a similar way,
(3.1) can be extended to � � � 0 ! � 0, via ha ? T; bi D hT; b ? ai for all T 2 � 0,
a; b 2 � . The Moyal algebra is then defined as follows [21], [46]:

Definition 3.2. Let ML D fT 2 � 0 j a ? T 2 � for all a 2 �g and MR D fT 2 � 0 j
T ? a 2 � for all a 2 �g. Then the Moyal algebra M is defined by

M D ML \ MR: (3.2)

Notice that in the literature ML and MR are sometimes called the left and right
multiplier algebra, respectively. By construction, � is a two-sided ideal of M. The
essential structural properties of the Moyal algebra that we will need are summarized
in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.3. .M; ?/ is a maximal unitalization of .� ; ?/. It is a locally convex
associative unital �-algebra. It involves the plane waves, the Dirac distribution and
its derivatives, and the polynomial functions. One has for any polynomial functions
a, b the following asymptotic formula for the ?-product:

.a ? b/.x/ D a.x/ � b.x/

C
1P

nD1

1
nŠ

. i
2
‚�1�1 @

@x�1

@
@y�1

/ : : : . i
2
‚�n�n @

@x�n

@
@y�n /a.x/b.y/jxDy :

(3.3)

Proposition 3.4. The center is Z.M/ D C.
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Other relevant properties of the ?-product that hold on M and are used in the
sequel are collected in the next result.

Proposition 3.5. For any a; b 2 M, one has the following relations on M (we set
Œa; b�? � a ? b � b ? a):

@�.a ? b/ D @�a ? b C a ? @�b; .a ? b/� D b� ? a�; Œx�; a�? D i‚��@�a;

(3.4a)

x� ? a D .x� � a/ C i
2
‚��@�a; x�.a ? b/ D .x� � a/ ? b � i

2
‚��a ? @�b;

(3.4b)

.x� � x�/ ? a D x� � x� � a C i
2
.x�‚�ˇ C x�‚�ˇ /@ˇ a � 1

4
‚�˛‚��@˛@�a;

(3.4c)

a ? .x� � x�/ D x� � x� � a � i
2
.x�‚�ˇ C x�‚�ˇ /@ˇ a � 1

4
‚�˛‚��@˛@�a;

(3.4d)

Œ.x� � x� � x�/; a�? D i.x�x�‚�ˇ C x�x�‚�ˇ C x�x�‚�ˇ /@ˇ a

� i
4
‚�˛‚��‚�	@˛@�@	a:

(3.4e)

Proof. These relations can be obtained by calculations.

Notice that, as a special case of the last relation in (3.4a), one obtains the celebrated
relation among the “coordinate functions” defined on M:

Œx�; x� �? D i‚�� : (3.5)

Notice that (3.5) is similar to the commutation relation that generates the Heisenberg
algebra, namely Œx; y� D i . However, the algebras are different. In particular,
M as given in Definition 3.2 cannot be generated by (3.3) and involves in a subtle
way by construction both the ordinary commutative product of functions, for which
x�x� D x�x�, and the associative ?-product with which (3.3) mimics the defining
relation of the Heisenberg algebra. Moreover, the topology used to define M relies
on the theory of Schwartz distributions in an essential way, whereas there is no a
priori natural topology on the (algebraically defined) Heisenberg algebra generated
by (3.5).

As a final remark, note that the Moyal algebra has Z.M/ D C as trivial center,
which simplifies the situation regarding all the structures of modules over Z.M/ that
are involved in the present algebraic scheme. In the present case, these are simply
replaced by vector spaces over C.

3.2. Differential calculus and inner derivations. The vector space of derivations
of M is infinite-dimensional. Then a differential calculus based on the full derivation
algebra Der.M/ would give rise to gauge potentials with an infinite number of com-
ponents. In view of the construction of physically oriented gauge theories on Moyal
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spaces, it is more convenient to deal with gauge potentials having a finite number
of components. These occurs within restricted differential calculi based on finite
dimensional Lie subalgebras of Der.A/, as given in Proposition 2.4. In the following
we consider two Lie subalgebras of Der.M/, denoted by G1 and G2. The first one is
abelian and is simply related to the “spatial derivatives” @�. The resulting differential
calculus underlies almost all the constructions of NCFTs defined on Moyal spaces.
For further convenience, we set from now on

@�a D Œi
�; a�?; 
� D �‚�1
��x� for all a 2 M: (3.6)

The second derivation Lie subalgebra G2 such that G1 � G2 is the maximal subalge-
bra of Der.M/ whose derivations can be interpreted as infinitesimal symplectomor-
phisms.

Proposition 3.6. Let P2 � M denote the set of polynomial functions with degree
d 	 2. Let, for any polynomial function a; b 2 M, fa; bgPB � ‚��

@a
@x�

@b
@x�

denote
the Poisson bracket for the symplectic structure defined by ‚�� . Then P2 equipped
with the Moyal bracket Œ ; �? is a Lie algebra satisfying

ŒP1; P2�? D ifP1; P2gPB for all P1; P2 2 P2: (3.7)

Proof. Using (3.3), one concludes that, for all P1; P2 2 P2, .P1 ? P2/.x/ truncates
to a finite expansion. Namely, .P1 ? P2/.x/ D P1.x/ � P2.x/ C i

2
‚��

@P1

@x�

@P2

@x�
�

1
4
‚��‚��

@2P1

@x�@x�

@P2

@x�@x�
, where the last term is a constant. Hence ŒP1; P2�? D

i‚��
@P1

@x�

@P2

@x�
, from which the proposition follows.

Consider now the Lie subalgebra G2 � Der.M/ which is the image of P2 by ad,
G2 D fX 2 Der.M/ j X D adP ; P 2 P2g. In order to apply Proposition 2.10 and
the Lemma 2.11 to the present situation, one has to define properly the 1-form � from
which most of the objects entering the construction of gauge theories are derived. To
do this, one defines the linear map � by

� W G2 ! P2; �.X/ D P � P.0/ for all X 2 G2; (3.8)

where P.0/ 2 C is the evaluation of the polynomial function P at x D 0. Then
X.a/ D adP .a/ D ad
.X/.a/ for all X 2 G2, a 2 M, and (3.8) defines the 1-
form � satisfying the assumption of Proposition 2.10. Notice that �.X/ does not
define a morphism of Lie algebras since �.Œ@�; @� �/ � Œ�.@�/; �.@�/�? D Œ
�; 
� �? D
�i‚�1

�� ¤ 0. Nevertheless, as implied by property (i) of Lemma 2.11, one has
�.ŒX1; X2�/ � Œ�.X1/; �.X2/� 2 C.

At this point some remarks are in order. Proposition 3.6 singles out two subalge-
bras of derivations, whose elements are related to infinitesimal symplectomorphisms.
These are sometimes called area-preserving diffeomorphims in the physics literature.
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The first algebra G1 is abelian and is simply the image by ad of the algebra
generated by the polynomials with degree 	 1. It is the algebra related to the spatial
derivatives @� in view of the third relation of (3.4a) and (3.6). Due to (3.5) one has
immediately

Œ@�; @� �.a/ D Œadi��
; adi��

�.a/ D adŒi��;i�� �?.a/ D 0 for all a 2 M: (3.9)

Note that the interpretation of Œx�; a�? as a Lie derivative along a Hamiltonian vector
field is obvious. The differential calculus based on G1 is the minimal one that can be
set up on the Moyal algebra and actually underlies most of the studies of the NCFT
on Moyal spaces that appear in the literature so far.

The second algebra G2 is by construction the image by ad of the algebra generated
by the polynomials with degree 	 2. It is the maximal subalgebra of Der.M/ whose
elements can be related to symplectomorphims. Observe that from (3.4c) and (3.4d)
one has

Œ.x� � x�/; a�? D i.x�‚�ˇ C x�‚�ˇ /@ˇ a (3.10)

so that the bracket on the left-hand side can again be interpreted as the Lie derivative
along a Hamiltonian vector field. Note that this is no longer true for polynomials of
degree d 
 3, which is apparent from (3.4e) for d D 3.

Once G1 or G2 is chosen and the corresponding 1-form � is determined, all the prop-
erties and mathematical status of the various objects entering the construction of gauge
theories on Moyal spaces are entirely fixed from Proposition 2.10 and Lemma 2.11.
The corresponding relations are summarized below for further convenience. For any
X 2 Gi , i D 1; 2, one has

r inv
X .a/ D �a ? �.X/; A.X/ D A.X/ C �.X/; (3.11)

rX .a/ D r inv
X .a/ C A.X/ ? a

D r inv
X .a/ C .A.X/ C �.X// ? a

D X.a/ C A.X/ ? a;

(3.12)

F .X; Y / D .ŒA.X/; A.Y /� � AŒX; Y �/ � .Œ�.X/; �.Y /� � �ŒX; Y �/: (3.13)

3.3. Construction of gauge-invariant actions

3.3.1. Minimal and extended differential calculi. Consider first the abelian al-
gebra G1 generated by the spatial derivatives (3.6). Then after a simple rescaling
A.X/ ! �iA.X/ (i.e., defining rX .I/ � �iA.X/ so that Hermitian connections
satisfy A.X/� D A.X/ for any real derivation X ) in order to conform to the notations
of e.g. [7], [48], and defining �.@�/ � ��, A.@�/ � A�, A.@�/ � A�, F.@�; @�/ �
F�� , � D 1; : : : ; D, a straightforward application of (3.8), and (3.11)–(3.13) yields

�� D i
�; r inv
� .a/ D �ia ? 
� for all a 2 M; (3.14)

A� D �i.A� � 
�/; r�.a/ D �ia ? 
� C A� ? a D @�a � iA� ? a (3.15)
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for all a 2 M,

F�� D ŒA�; A� �? � i‚�1
�� D �i.@�A� � @�A� � i ŒA�; A� �?/; (3.16)

which fixes the respective mathematical status of the objects involved in most of the
studies of NCFT on Moyal spaces. The group U.M/ of (unitary) gauge transfor-
mation is the group of unitary elements of M as defined in Section 2.1, and one
has

Ag
� D g?A� ?g� Cig?@�g�; Ag

� D g?A� ?g�; F g
�� D g?F�� ?g� (3.17)

for all g 2 U.M/. Consider now the algebra G2. Let NG2 � G2 denote the subspace of
G2 whose image in M by the map � (3.8) corresponds to the monomials of degree 2.
The image involves D.DC1/

2
elements X.��/ 2 NG2 defined by

�.X.��// D i
�
� � �.��/ for all �; � D 1; : : : ; D; (3.18)

where the symbol .��/ denotes symmetry under the exchange � $ �. Notice that
the definition for the X.��/’s corresponds to real derivations. One has

Œ�.��/; �.��/�? D �.‚�1
�� �.��/ C ‚�1

�� �.��/ C ‚�1
���.��/ C ‚�1

���.��//; (3.19)

which defines the generic commutation relations for the sp.2n; R/ algebra so that NG2

is a Lie subalgebra of G2. Then the algebra G2 we choose is generated by f@�; X.��/g.
It is the algebra isp.2n; R/. One has the additional commutation relations

Œ��; �.��/�? D .‚�1
���� C ‚�1

����/: (3.20)

Notice that any derivation related to isp.2n; R/ can be viewed as generating an in-
finitesimal symplectomorphism, as discussed above. Accordingly, the subalgebra
G1 � G2 can actually be interpreted physically as corresponding to spatial directions,
while NG2 corresponds to (symplectic) rotations. Notice also that in the case D D 2

by defining

�.X1/ D i

4
p

2	
.x2

1 C x2
2/;

�.X2/ D i

4
p

2	
.x2

1 � x2
2/;

�.X3/ D i

2
p

2	
.x1x2/;

(3.21)

one would obtain the commutation relations

Œ�.X1/; �.X2/�? D 1p
2

�.X3/;

Œ�.X2/; �.X3/�? D � 1p
2

�.X1/;

Œ�.X3/; �.X1/�? D 1p
2

�.X2/;

(3.22)
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Œ�1; �.X1/�? D 1

2
p

2
�2; Œ�2; �.X1/�? D � 1

2
p

2
�1; (3.23a)

Œ�1; �.X2/�? D 1

2
p

2
�2; Œ�2; �.X2/�? D 1

2
p

2
�1; (3.23b)

Œ�1; �.X3/�? D � 1

2
p

2
�1; Œ�2; �.X3/�? D 1

2
p

2
�2: (3.23c)

This is related to the work carried out in [36]. Note that in [36] the construction
of gauge theories on Moyal spaces is not considered. Here the focus is upon the
construction of subalgebras of the D D 4 Moyal algebra starting from a set of
constraints forming a subalgebra of the sp.2n; R/ algebra, thereby obtaining the
algebra of smooth functions of R3 from a commutative limit.

A direct application of (3.8), and (3.11)–(3.13) permits one to determine the
invariant connection and the tensor form. One obtains

r inv
@�

.a/ � r inv
� .a/ D �ia ? 
�; r inv

X.��/
.a/ � r inv

.��/.a/ D �ia ? .
�
�/; (3.24)

A.@�/ � A� D �i.A� � 
�/; A.X.��// � A.��/ D �i.A.��/ � 
�
�/: (3.25)

Then any NC connection is obtained as the sum of the canonical connection and the
tensor form:

r�.a/ D r inv
� .a/ C A� ? a D @�a � iA� ? a; (3.26)

r.��/.a/ D r inv
.��/.a/ C A.��/ ? a D Œi
�
� ; a�? � iA.��/ ? a: (3.27)

From this one obtains the following expressions for the curvature.

Proposition 3.7. Consider the differential calculus based on the maximal subalgebra
of derivations of the Moyal algebra related to symplectomorphisms. The components
of the 2-form curvature of an NC connection defined by a tensor 1-form with compo-
nents A�; A.��/ are given by

F.@�; @�/ � F�� D ŒA�; A� �? � i‚�1
�� (3.28)

F.@�; X.��// � F�.��/ D ŒA�; A.��/�? � ‚�1
��A� � ‚�1

��A� (3.29)

F.X.��/; X.��// � F.��/.��/ D ŒA.��/; A.��/�? C ‚�1
�� A.��/

C ‚�1
�� A.��/ C ‚�1

��A.��/ C ‚�1
��A.��/

(3.30)

Proof. Use F inv.X; Y / � �ŒX; Y � � Œ�.X/; �.Y /� to evaluate the curvature for the
canonical connection. Consider first F inv

�� . From the linearity of �, Œ@�; @� � D 0 and
Œ��; �� � D i‚�1

�� , one finds F inv
�� D �i‚�1

�� . Then from (3.13), one gets (3.28). To
obtain (3.29), compute Œ@�; X.��/�.a/ D Œad
�

; ad
.��/
� D adŒ
�;
.��/�? using (3.20).

This yields Œ@�; X.��/�.a/ D ‚�1
��@�a C‚�1

��@�a so that �.Œ@�; X.��/�/ D ‚�1
���� C

‚�1
����, which implies F inv

�.��/
D 0. This together with (3.13) gives (3.29). For
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(3.30), compute ŒX.��/; X.��/�.a/ D adŒ
.��/;
.��/�? using (3.19). A straightforward
calculation yields F inv

.��/.��/
D 0. This implies (3.30).

The gauge transformations are:

Ag
� D g� ? A� ? g C ig� ? @�g;

A
g

.��/
D g� ? A.��/ ? g C ig� ? .
�@� C 
�@�/g;

(3.31)

Ag
� D g� ? A� ? g;

A
g

.��/
D g� ? A.��/ ? g;

(3.32)

F g
�� D g� ? F�� ? g;

F
g

�.��/
D g� ? F�.��/ ? g;

F
g

.��/.��/
D g� ? F.��/.��/ ? g

(3.33)

for all g 2 U.M/.

3.3.2. Gauge-invariant actions. A possible construction of an NC gauge theory
defined from the curvature (3.28)–(3.36) can be done as follows. Let Œx� denote the
mass dimension2 of the quantity x. First perform the rescaling �.��/ ! �	�.��/

where � is a parameter (not to be confused with index �) with Œ�� D 1 that fixes the
mass scale of the Higgs field to be identified in a while. Accordingly, the commutation
relations are modified as

Œ�.��/; �.��/�? D �.�	/�1.‚�1
�� �.��/ C ‚�1

�� �.��/ C ‚�1
���.��/ C ‚�1

���.��//;

Œ��; �.��/�? D .�	/�1.‚�1
���� C ‚�1

����/ (3.34)

and the components of the curvature become

F�.��/ D ŒA�; A.��/�? � �	.‚�1
��A� C ‚�1

��A�/; (3.35)

F.��/.��/ D ŒA.��/; A.��/�? C �	.‚�1
�� A.��/ C ‚�1

�� A.��/

C ‚�1
��A.��/ C ‚�1

��A.��//
(3.36)

with (3.28) unchanged. Next introduce a dimensionful coupling constant ˛ with mass
dimension Œ˛� D 2 � n (D D 2n).

The U.1; M/-invariant action is then defined by

SG2
.A�; A.��//

D � 1

˛2

Z
d 2nx.F�� ? F�� C F�.��/ ? F�.��/ C F.��/.��/ ? F.��/.��//

(3.37)

2We work in the units „ D c D 1.
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and is chosen to depend on the fields A� and A.��/. The mass dimensions are
ŒA�� D ŒA�� D ŒA.��/� D 1.

Several comments are now in order:
i) The purely spatial part (3.28) takes the expected form when expressed in terms of

A� through the first relation in (3.25), namely one obtains easily F�� D �i.@�A� �
@�A� � i ŒA�; A� �?/.

ii) One observes that F�.��/ can be reexpressed as

F�.��/ D DA
� A.��/ � �	.‚�1

��A� ; C‚�1
��A�/;

DA
� A.��/ � @�A.��/ � i ŒA�; A.��/�?

(3.38)

using (3.6) and (3.25). DA
� A.��/ can be interpreted as a “covariant derivative” de-

scribing an NC analog of the minimal coupling to the covariant field A.��/. Besides,
one has

� 1

˛2

Z
d 2nxF�.��/ ? F�.��/ D � 1

˛2

Z
d 2nx.DA

� A.��//
2 � 4�	.DA

� A.��//‚
�1
��A�

C .4n C 2/�2A�A�: (3.39)

The fact that DA
� A.��/ in (3.37) can be viewed as an NC analog of the covariant

derivative of D.DC1/
2

scalar fields A.��/ is very reminiscent of a Yang–Mills–Higgs
action for which the covariant coordinates A.��/ play the role of Higgs fields. Then
the last term in the action (3.37), which is the square of F.��/.��/, can be interpreted
as the Higgs (quartic) potential part. Therefore the use of a differential calculus
based on the maximal subalgebra of Der.M/ whose elements generate infinitesimal
symplectomorphisms permits one to construct naturally NC analogs of Yang–Mills–
Higgs actions defined on Moyal space.

iii) In view of the last term in (3.39), the gauge-invariant action (3.37) involves

a mass term for the gauge potential proportional to � .4nC2/�2

˛
A�A�. Therefore

bare mass terms for A� can appear while preserving the gauge invariance of the
action. Notice that the translational invariance of the action is broken by the term
.4n C 2/�2A�A� in view of A� D �i.A� � 
�/.

Yang–Mills–Higgs models defined on Moyal spaces can then be obtained from
actions built from the square of the curvature (3.28)–(3.36) within the differential
calculus based on the subalgebra G2 � Der.M/. Each additional inner derivation
supplementing the “ordinary spatial derivations”, which may be viewed as related
to an “extra noncommutative dimension”, corresponds to an additional covariant
coordinate which can be interpreted as a Higgs field. Covariant coordinates have
thus a natural interpretation as Higgs fields within the framework of the present
derivation-based differential calculus. In this respect, these Yang–Mills–Higgs type
actions share common features with the actions obtained from the derivation-based
differential calculus first considered in [14] for A D C 1.M/ ˝ Mn.C/, where M
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is a smooth finite dimensional manifold and Mn.C/ is the finite dimensional algebra
of n � n matrices. This will be developed below and in Section 4.

The extension of the present construction to U.n/ gauge-invariant models on
Moyal spaces is obtained from a straightforward application of the material given in
Section 2.3, once a derivation-based differential calculus is chosen. It is convenient to
set !.X/ D �iA.X/ D �iAA.X/T A for all X 2 G , where T A, A D 0; 1; : : : ; n2�1,
denote the generators of the u.n/ algebra. The corresponding relevant formulas are
given in Appendix A.

In the case of the minimal differential calculus where G D G1 is the abelian algebra
generated by the spatial derivations (3.6) one obtains immediately the expression of
the curvature F.@�; @�/ � F�� given by

F�� D F C
��T C

D �i.@�A� � @�A� � i ŒA�; A� �?/ (3.40)

D �i.@�AC
� � @�AC

� C 1

2
f ABC fAA

�; AB
� g? � i

2
d ABC ŒAA

�; AB
� �?/T C ;

where the symbols f ABC and d ABC are defined in Appendix A. The gauge-invariant
action is defined by

S 0
G1

D � 1

˛2
Tru.n/

Z
d 2nxF�� ? F�� ; (3.41)

with the parameter ˛ introduced at the beginning of this section.
In the case of the extended differential calculus generated by G2, a straightforward

application of the above framework yields the expressions for the components of the
curvature. One has the following proposition.

Proposition 3.8. Consider the extended differential calculus generated by G2 on
the Moyal algebra M. For any NC Hermitian connection on M D Mn defined
by the tensor form with components QA� D AA

�T A, QA.��/ D AA
.��/

T A where T A,

A D 0; 1; : : : ; n2, are the generators of u.n/, the components of the 2-form curvature
are

F.@�; @�/ � F�� D F A
��T A D Œ QA�; QA� �? � i‚�1

��In; (3.42)

F.@�; X.��// � F�.��/ D F A
�.��/T

A D Œ QA�; QA.��/�? � ‚�1
��

QA� � ‚�1
��

QA�;

(3.43)

F.X.��/; X.��// � F.��/.��/ D F A
.��/.��/T

A

D Œ QA.��/; QA.��/�? C ‚�1
��

QA.��/

C ‚�1
��

QA.��/ C ‚�1
��

QA.��/ C ‚�1
��

QA.��/

(3.44)

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 3.7.
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The corresponding U.n; M/-invariant action is then defined by

S 0
G2

. QA�; QA.��// D � 1

˛2
Tru.n/

Z
d 2nx.F�� ? F�� C F�.��/ ? F�.��/

C F.��/.��/ ? F.��/.��//:

(3.45)

S 0
G2

. QA�; QA.��// can be viewed as a U.n/ generalisation of (3.37) in which the Higgs

sector involves 1
2
D.D C1/ copies of (the NC analog of) a Higgs pattern in the adjoint

representation, as called in the physics literature.
We now compare the gauge-invariant actions constructed within the present frame-

work of derivation-based differential calculus to other available gauge-invariant non-
commutative field theory models.

Consider first the minimal NC differential calculus generated by G1. In the U.1/

case, where the module M is equal to the Moyal algebra, the present framework
gives rise (up to unessential rescaling) to the action S0 � SG1

D 1
4

R
d Dx.F�� ?

F��/. We note that SG1
is formally similar to the Connes–Lott action functional

obtained from the non-compact spectral triple proposed in [19] (for details on the
corresponding construction see also [18], and [20]). However, the (unital) algebra
underlying this latter situation is a subalgebra of M, basically the algebra of smooth
bounded functions of R2n having all their derivatives bounded. As far as field theory
aspect is concerned, it is known that SG1

has IR/UV mixing. The extension of the
U.n/ case corresponding to the module M D An is given by the action S 0

G1
, cf. (3.41).

Notice that this action has also IR/UV mixing, stemming from the “U.1/ part” of the
polarisation tensor which unfortunately cannot be disentangled from the whole U.n/

theory. The corresponding calculation is presented in the Appendix A.
Consider now the NC differential calculus based on G2. In the U.1/ case, we

obtain the action SG2
, cf. (3.37), which supports a natural interpretation as a Yang–

Mills–Higgs action on Moyal spaces. Here Higgs fields are associated to the covariant
coordinates in the additional directions defined by the derivations supplementing the
spatial derivations. Note that the Higgs potential part of the action is rigidly fixed,
being naturally identified with a component of the curvature. The action SG2

together
with its interpretation as an NCYang–Mills–Higgs action on Moyal spaces within the
present framework seems to be new. A similar comment applies to the action S 0

G2
,

cf. (3.45), which provides a U.n/ generalisation of (3.37). In these gauge models
defined by SG2

or S 0
G2

, the polarisation tensor for the gauge potential A� still exhibits
an IR singularity similar to the one given in (1.1) with, however, a different overall
factor depending on the dimension D D 2n of the Moyal space and the Higgs fields
content, which however does not vanish for any positive even integer values for D.
In Appendix C the calculation is presented for a class of gauge models related to SG2

and can be easily performed by using auxiliary integrals given there.
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4. Discussion

The derivation-based differential calculus is a mathematical algebraic framework
that permits one to generate from a given associative algebra different consistent
differential calculi. The case of Moyal algebras is considered in the present paper.
Let us compare this latter situation with two other noncommutative geometries, which
share some common structures with the one studied here.

First consider Mn.C/, the finite dimensional algebra of n � n matrices. The
algebra Mn.C/ has only inner derivations, a trivial center C and admits canonical
NC gauge-invariant connections. This last property is insured by the existence, for
A D M or A D Mn.C/, of a C-linear map � W Der.A/ D Int.A/ ! A such that
X.a/ D Œ�.X/; a� for any a 2 A (A D Mn.C/ or M). This map defines a canonical
gauge-invariant connection on (the right A-module) A W a 7! rXa D �a�.X/.
For the differential calculus based on a subalgebra of Der.M/, as considered here,
the map � is defined by (3.8). For the differential calculus based on Der.Mn.C//,
the map is defined by the canonical 1-form i	 of Mn.C/, i	 2 �1

Der.Mn.C//,
interpreted as a map Int.Mn.C// ! Mn.C/ and such that i	.ad� / D � � 1

n
Tr.�/I

for all � 2 Mn.C/. However, this last map is an isomorphism of Lie algebras from
Der.Mn.C// to sln � Mn.C/, the Lie algebra of traceless elements, and therefore the
curvature of the canonical connection is zero. This is not the case for the differential
calculus considered here. The map � defined in (3.8) is not a Lie algebra morphism,
which is signaled by a non-zero curvature for the canonical connection.

Consider now the algebra A D C 1.M/˝Mn.C/ of matrix valued functions on a
smooth finite dimensional manifold M whose derivation-based differential calculus
was first studied in [14]. In the present case, Z.A/ D C 1.M/ and Der.A/ D
ŒDer.C 1.M// ˝ 1� ˚ ŒC 1.M/ ˝ Der.Mn/� D �.M/ ˚ ŒC 1.M/ ˝ sln� in the
sense of Lie algebras and C 1.M/-modules. �.M/ is the Lie algebra of smooth
vector fields on M . Then for any derivation X 2 Der.A/, X D X C ad� with
X 2 �.M/ and � 2 C 1.M/ ˝ sln, the traceless elements in A. Set A0 D
C 1.M/ ˝ sln. One can identify Int.A/ D A0 and Out.A/ D �.M/. Therefore,
one has both inner and outer derivations, contrary to what happens for M. Finally,
one has ��

Der.A/ D ��.M/ ˝ ��

Der.Mn/ with a differential Od D d C d0, where d is
the de Rham differential and d0 is the differential operating on the Mn.C/ part. The
1-form related to the canonical connection is defined by i	.X/ D � . As a map from
Der.A/ to A0, it defines a splitting of Lie algebras and C 1.M/-modules of the short
exact sequence

0 ! A0 ! Der.A/ ! Out.A/ ! 0; (4.1)

while the map � defined by (3.8) does not have a similar property. The canon-
ical connection on (the right A-module) A is defined from �i	 by rX.a/ D
X.a/ � i	.X/a D X.a/ � a� for all a 2 A but is not gauge-invariant, while
the corresponding curvature is zero, due to the above property of splitting of Lie
algebras. Past classical studies of the corresponding gauge theories, with an action
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constructed mainly from the square of the curvature, gave rise to the interpretation of
the gauge potential as involving two parts, one being the “ordinary” gauge theories
and the other one identifiable as Higgs fields. Indeed, one can show that the simple
action � R

d DxF��F �� constructed using the corresponding curvature F�� exhibits
non-trivial vacuum states in the Higgs part, from which a mass generation on the “or-
dinary” gauge fields is a consequence. This situation has been generalized [15], [37]
to the case of the algebra of endomorphisms of an SU.n/-vector bundle in the sense
that the situation of the trivial bundle corresponds to the algebra of matrix-valued
functions. Because of the possible non-trivial global topology of the bundle, the sit-
uation is more involved [15] but reveals essentially that this physical interpretation
of the components of the noncommutative gauge fields can be performed in the same
way. This framework was used in [39] to generalize and classify NC generalisations
of invariant connections.

The Yang–Mills–Higgs type action constructed from differential calculus based
on the subalgebra G2 � Der.M/ in Section 3 shares common features with this
last situation: Each additional inner derivation supplementing the “ordinary spatial
derivations”, which may be viewed as related to an “extra noncommutative dimen-
sion”, corresponds to an additional covariant coordinate that can be interpreted as a
Higgs field. Covariant coordinates have thus a natural interpretation as Higgs fields
within the framework of the present derivation-based differential calculus. Then
Yang–Mills–Higgs models can be obtained from actions built from the square of the
curvature (3.28)–(3.36).

As a final remark, let us stress that until now, Higgs fields can be given a natural
interpretation within NC geometry when it is possible to introduce covariant coordi-
nates as in Proposition 2.10. In the particular examples explored so far, this occurs
because it is possible to subtract a “reference object” to (some part of) the 1-form
gauge connections, therefore canceling (some part of) the inhomogeneous term of
gauge transformations. In the example considered in the present paper, this reference
object is the sp.2n; R/ part of the 1-form � appearing in Lemma 2.11. In the case of
the NC geometry based on the algebra of matrix valued functions, the 1-form i	 in
the matrix directions is used as the reference object. In both cases, the substraction
takes place in the corresponding spaces of NC 1-forms. In the context of the standard
model introduced using spectral triples (see e.g. [1]), Higgs fields are introduced as
covariant coordinates in the direction of the finite NC geometry, where the Dirac
operator DF in that direction plays the role of the reference object. In this latter
case, the substraction takes place in the space of bounded operators of the relevant
Hilbert space because DF is simply constructed as a finite dimensional matrix and the
connection 1-form is represented as bounded operators on the Hilbert space, through
dU a 7! ŒD; a� where dU is the differential for the universal differential calculus and
D is the (total) Dirac operator splitted into the spatial Dirac operator and DF . We
point out that the cancelation of some part of the inhomogeneous term of gauge trans-
formations in all the above-mentioned cases can be realized due to the existence of a
relation between the differential in degree 0 and the commutator with this reference
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object: in these three cases one has respectively da D Œ�; a�, da D Œi	; a� (for the
matrix algebra) and dU a 7! ŒD; a�.
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Appendices

A. The U.n/ case

We denote by T A the generators of the u.n/ algebra, A D 0; 1; : : : ; n2 � 1, T 0 D
1p
2n

In. The following relations hold: ŒT A; T B � D if ABC T C and Tru.n/.T
AT B/ D

1
2
ıAB for all A; B; C D 0; 1; : : : ; n2 � 1, Tru.n/.T

A/ D 0 for all A D 1, 2, …,
n2 � 1. The totally skew-symmetric structure constants f ABC satisfy f 0BC D 0

and fT A; T Bg D d ABC T C , where the symbol d ABC is totally symmetric.
Useful relations are

f AMF f BMF D nıAB.1 � ıA0/;

d AMF d BMF D nıAB.1 C ıA0/;

f AMF d BMF D 0:

(A.1)

In the U.n/ case, the Feynman rules used to compute the vacuum polarisation tensor
for the simplest action

R
d Dx Tru.n/.F�� ? F��/ are:

� 3-gauge boson vertex:

.V 3/ABC
��� .p; q; r/ D i.f ABC cos.p^q

2
/ C d ABC sin.p^q

2
//

Œ.p � q/�ı�� C .q � r/�ı�� C .r � p/�ı���:
(A.2)

� Gauge boson-ghost vertex:

.V g/ABC
� .p; q; r/ D ip�.f ABC cos.p^q

2
/ � d ABC sin.p^q

2
//: (A.3)

� 4-gauge boson vertex (summation is taken over M ):

.V 4/ABCD
���� .p; q; r; s/

D �Œ.f ABM cos.p^q
2

/ C d ABM sin.p^q
2

//.f MCD cos. r^s
2

/

C d MCD sin. r^s
2

//.ı��ı�� � ı��ı��/ (A.4)

C .f ACM cos.p^r
2

/ C d ACM sin.p^r
2

//.f MDB cos. s^q
2

/
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C d MDB sin. s^q
2

//.ı��ı�� � ı��ı��/

C .f ADM cos.p^s
2

/ C d ADM sin.p^s
2

//.f MBC cos.q^r
2

/

C d MBC sin.q^r
2

//.ı��ı�� � ı��ı�� /�:

The diagrams contributing to the vacuum polarisation tensor are similar to the first
three one depicted in Figure 1, with the expressions for the vertices given above. The
part contributing to the IR limit is given by

.!AB
�� /IR.p/

D
Z

d Dk

.2�/D

1

k2.k � p/2
..V 3/AMN

�˛ˇ .p; �k; k � p/.V 3/AMN
�˛ˇ .�p; p � k; k/

C .V g/AMN
� .�k; k � p; p/.V g/AMN

� .p � k; k; �p//: (A.5)

Using (A.1), .!AB
�� /IR.p/ can be reexpressed as

.!AB
�� /IR.p/ D

Z
d Dk

.2�/D
1k2.k � p/2P��.k; p/ıAB.2 � ıA0 cos.k ^ p//; (A.6)

where P��.k; p/ is a polynomial expression depending on k and p. The second
contribution only contributes to the IR/UV mixing and vanishes obviously when
A ¤ 0, so that the su.n/ part of the vacuum polarisation tensor is free from IR/UV
mixing.

B. Feynman rules for the U.1/ case

In the following vertex functions, momentum conservation is understood. All the
momentum are entering. We define p ^ k�p�‚��k� .

� 3-gauge boson vertex:

V 3
˛ˇ� .k1; k2; k3/ D �i2 sin.k1^k2

2
/Œ.k2 � k1/�ı˛ˇ C .k1 � k3/ˇ ı˛�

C .k3 � k2/˛ıˇ� �:
(B.1)

� 4-gauge boson vertex:

V 4
˛ˇ�ı.k1; k2; k3; k4/ D �4Œ.ı˛�ıˇı � ı˛ııˇ� / sin.k1^k2

2
/ sin.k3^k4

2
/

C .ı˛ˇ ı�ı � ı˛�ıˇı/ sin.k1^k4

2
/ sin.k2^k3

2
/

C .ı˛ııˇ� � ı˛ˇ ı�ı/ sin.k3^k1

2
/ sin.k2^k4

2
/�:

(B.2)
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� Gauge boson-ghost V
g

� .k1; k2; k3/ and gauge boson-Higgs V H
ab�

.k1; k2; k3/

vertices.

We set ˆa � A.��/, a D 1; : : : ; D.DC1/
2

. Then

V g
� .k1; k2; k3/ D i2k1� sin.k2^k3

2
/;

V H
ab�.k1; k2; k3/ D iıab.k1 � k2/� sin.k2^k3

2
/:

(B.3)

� V s
ab˛ˇ

.k1; k2; k3; k4/

D �2ı˛ˇ ıabŒcos.k3^k1Ck4^k2

2
/ � cos.k1^k2

2
/ cos.k3^k4

2
/�: .B:4/

� 3-Higgs V H
abc

.k1; k2; k3/ vertex:

V H
abc.k1; k2; k3/ D iC c

ab sin.k1^k2

2
/: (B.5)

� 4-Higgs vertex:

V H
abcd .k1; k2; k3; k4/ D 4Œ.ıacıbd � ıad ıbc/ sin.k1^k2

2
/ sin.k3^k4

2
/

C .ıabıcd � ıacıbd / sin.k1^k4

2
/ sin.k2^k3

2
/

C .ıad ıbc � ıabıcd / sin.k3^k1

2
/ sin.k2^k4

2
/�:

(B.6)

C. Computation of the vacuum polarisation for the U.1/ models

The polarisation tensor for the gauge potential A� involved in SG2
exhibits an IR

singularity similar to the one given in (1.1) with however a different overall factor
depending on the dimension D D 2n of the Moyal space and the Higgs fields content.
The calculation is easily performed by using auxiliary integrals given below.

We consider here the case where no bare mass term for the gauge potential is
present. Inclusion of a bare mass term would not alter the conclusion. We put
ˆa � A.��/, a D 1; : : : ; D.DC1/

2
and parametrize the gauge-invariant action as

Scl D
Z

d Dx 1
4
.F�� ? F�� C .D�ˆa/2 C Fab ? Fab/; (C.1)

where the coupling constant ˛ has been set equal to 1 and D�ˆaDŒA�; ˆa�? D
@�ˆa � i ŒA�; ˆa�?. The action Scl must be supplemented by a BRST-invariant
gauge fixing term SGF, given by

SGF D s

Z
d Dx. xC @�A� C 	

2
xC b/

D
Z

d Dx.b@�A� � xC @�.@�C � i ŒA�; C �?/ C 	
2
b2/;

(C.2)
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where the nilpotent Slavnov operation s is defined by

sA� D @�C � i ŒA�; C �?; sC D iC ? C; s xC D b; sb D 0: (C.3)

Here  is a real constant and C , xC , b denote respectively the ghost, the antighost and
the Stuekelberg auxiliary field with ghost number equal to C1, �1 and 0, respectively.
Moreover, s acts as a graded derivation on the various objects with grading defined
by the sum of the degree of differential forms and ghost number (modulo 2). In the
following, we use a Feynman-type gauge. Accordingly, the propagator for the A� in
momentum space takes the diagonal form G��.p/ D ı��=p2. The ghost and Higgs
propagators are given by Gg.p/D1=p2 and GH

ab
.p/ D 2ıab=.p2 C�2/, respectively.

The relevant Feynman rules are given in the Appendix B.
The one-loop diagrams contributing to the vacuum polarisation tensor !��.p/ are

depicted in Figure 1. The respective contributions can be written as

!1
��.p/ D 4

Z
d Dk

.2�/D

sin2.p^k
2

/

k2.p C k/2
Œ..k � p/2 C .k C 2p/2/ı�� C .D � 6/p�p�

C .p�k� C k�p�/.2D � 3/ C k�k�.4D � 6/�; (C.4)

!2
��.p/ D 4

Z
d Dk

.2�/D

sin2.p^k
2

/

k2.p C k/2
k�k� ; (C.5)

!3
��.p/ D 8.D � 1/ı��

Z
d Dk

.2�/D

sin2.p^k
2

/

k2
; (C.6)

!4
��.p/ D 4N

Z
d Dk

.2�/D

sin2.p^k
2

/

.k2 C �2/..p C k/2 C �2/
.p C 2k/�.p C 2k/� ; (C.7)

!5
��.p/ D �4N ı��

Z
d Dk

.2�/D

sin2.p^k
2

/

.k2 C �2/
; (C.8)

where N is the number of ˆ fields, i.e., N D D.DC1/
2

for sp.D; R/.

By using 1
ab

D R 1

0
dx 1

.xaC.1�x/b/2 and standard manipulations, one extracts the

IR limit of (C.4)–(C.8), denoted by !IR
��.p/. In the course of the derivation, we

further use:

JN . Qp/ �
Z

d Dk

.2�/D

eik Qp

.k2 C m2/N
D aN;DMN � D

2
.mj Qpj/ (C.9)

JN;��. Qp/ �
Z

d Dk

.2�/D

k�k�eik Qp

.k2 C m2/N

D aN;D.ı��MN �1� D
2

.mj Qpj/ � Qp� Qp�MN �2� D
2

.mj Qpj//:
(C.10)

Here

aN;D D 2�. D
2 CN �1/

�.N /�
D
2

; MQ.mj Qpj/ D 1

.m2/Q
.mj Qpj/QKQ.mj Qpj/; (C.11)
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!1
�� !2

�� !3
��

!4
�� !5

��

Figure 1. One-loop diagrams contributing to the vacuum polarisation tensor. The wavy lines
correspond to A�. The full (resp. dashed) lines correspond to the ˆ (resp. ghost) fields.

where KQ.z/ is the modified Bessel function of order Q 2 Z (recall K�Q.z/ D
KQ.z/) together with the asymptotic expansion

M�Q.mj Qpj/ � 2Q�1 �.Q/

Qp2Q
; Q > 0: (C.12)

The IR limit of the vacuum polarisation tensor is given by

!IR
��.p/ D .D C N � 2/�.D

2
/

Qp� Qp�

�D=2. Qp2/D=2
C � � � ; (C.13)

where the ellipses denote subleading singular terms. The overall factor affecting
!IR

��.p/ is modified compared to (1.1) but cannot be canceled by tuning the values
for D and N . A similar calculation using (C.9) and (C.10) leads to the expression of
the IR limit of the two-point function for the Higgs fields given by

…IR
ab.p/ D 1

4�D=2
ŒD C 5 � 4N �ıab

�.D
2

� 1/

Qp2. D
2 �1/

: (C.14)

Figure 2. One-loop diagrams contributing to the vacuum polarisation tensor. The wavy lines
correspond to A�. The full (resp. dashed) lines correspond to the ˆ (resp. ghost) fields.
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As expected, the overall factor affecting !IR
��.p/ is modified compared to (1.1)

but cannot be canceled by tuning the values for D and N . Starting from a subalgebra
of the full derivation algebra isp.D; R/ would not have modified these conclusions.
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